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Engineered to capture the true essence of ambience, "Ambient Fractals" will twist you through the

mathematics of sound, bringing you a mesmerizing selection of waveform manipulations and spaced out

oscillations from the sublime side of synthesis. It's never been easier to find that extra layer of texture for

your tunes and soundtracks, adding depth, tension and mystery to any mixdown. Using state-of-the-art kit

like the Waldorf Q, Access Virus, Roland JP8000, Korg Prophecy and Clavia Nord, Prime Loops' resident

sound scientist Dmitry Vasilyev has created a full range of atmospheric elements, with leftfield noises and

superwide soundclashes to expand the horizons of your productions. More than 250 one-hit SFX such as

moving atmospheres, experimental LFO sounds, fascinating ambient chords as well as a fine selection of

20 FX loops from 90-130Bpm give you all the sonic supplements to take your projects to another

dimension, filling the stereo picture with awesome vibrations that will instantly stimulate your listeners'

minds. Delivered as clearly categorised and perfectly cut files, preformatted for all the main samplers and

sequencers such as Ableton Live, FL Studio, Apple Logic, Steinberg Cubase, Sony Acid and

Propellerhead Reason, these sounds will perfectly compliment your compositions without frustrating your

creative process. You'll find stabs, glides, blips, noises, sirens and swooshes of all kinds, suitable for a

seriously wide range of genres from dreamy ambient and minimal techno to hectic dubstep and

devastating drum & bass. As always, this pack comes with a royalty-free license and our triple quality

guarantee, leaving you completely free to take your projects on a journey through space and time without

legal or technical difficulties along the way. "Ambient Fractals" was created purely to inspire the deepest

thinkers, so get ready to push your projects into the furthest corners of your musical imagination. You can

find this release in a large number of other Special Formats on our website including: .AIFF Samples

(394mb) Ableton Live Pack (278mb) Acid Samples (394mb) FL Studio (394mb) Garageband (394mb)

Reason Refill (279mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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